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ABOUT US
Put your faith in the
event marketing experts,
for an unrivalled
collection of shelters,
inflatables, parasols and
branding that will take
your event presence to the
next level.

We hope that our brochure will give you a flavour of
our fantastic product range. With competitive prices,
customisable designs and warranties that give you
confidence in the quality of our collection, Surf & Turf is
a trusted choice for all of your event needs.

Surf & Turf is proud to be the UK’s leading supplier of
instant shelters and accessories, leading the way with
premium products that combine style with functionality.

Thanks for reading.

If you have any questions about our products, or you
want to place an order, we’re just a phone call away. You’ll
find all of our details on the back page, with prices and
further information on our website.
We look forward to hearing from you.

Here at Surf and Turf, we
endeavour to ensure that
we remain innovative and
forward thinking at all
times in order to adapt
to our customer’s wide
ranging needs.
Both our sales team and in house designers are on
hand to work alongside you in creating a product which
captures attention and promotes your brand or
product effectively.

Surf & Turf

For decades, we’ve flown the flag for businesses, sports
organisations, charities and emergency services, with
customised shelters and promotional materials that make
exhibiting at events simple.
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RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT

www.surfturf.co.uk
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Whether you require advice on a custom-made colour
scheme, eye catching design for your branding, or a
bespoke size that we don’t currently stock, we will
endeavour to create a product which meets your unique
requirements. We can also print and manufacture
tailor made accessories to perfectly complement your
branded instant shelter; including flags, sky banners,
table covers and more.
We are dedicated to continuously developing our current
product ranges and as a result of this will to succeed, are
proud to be known as market leaders.
To find out more about customising your shelter, or to
discuss bespoke products, get in touch today and we will
provide you with a full quotation.
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INSTANT
SHELTERS
Instant Shelters,
Mini Marquees and
Pop Up Gazebos
Whether you call them instant shelters, pop up gazebos
or mini marquees, at Surf & Turf we have a shelter to
suit every budget, from the new premium Canopro Elite
aluminium shelter to our latest revised range of Canopro
Lite and Robusta Shelters
Our range of products are available in many different
sizes and colours and all come complete with their own
carry bag for easy transportation and storage.
All our shelters are waterproofed, tape sealed and come
with the full backup aftersales service you expect when
purchasing from Surf & Turf Instant Shelters.
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“EASY-TO-USE &
COST EFFECTIVE, A
PROFESSIONAL DESIGN
THAT’S PERFECT FOR
INDIVIDUALS &
SMALL BUSINESSES”
8
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A professional,
cost-effective solution
Protect your outdoor activities from the elements
without stretching the budget, by investing in an
affordable pop up gazebo.
Our Robust Instant Shelter is a heavy-duty steel frame,
offering a long-lasting, professional yet budget-friendly
solution for individuals and professionals looking to take
shelter during outdoor events.
Sturdy steel construction
Featuring a white powder-coated frame, constructed
from 1.2mm gauge box section steel, along with a high
quality, coated mesh polyester canopy and sides, it’s
a robust entry level marquee. Stronger than domestic
models, yet affordable for commercial use, it’s a popular
choice for charities and small businesses.

KEY FEATURES
- 30mm box section, 1.2mm gauge powder coated steel
framework
- High quality, waterproof, PU-coated close mesh
polyester (380g per Sq metre) canopy and sidewalls
- Fully welded, zinc plated foot plate
- Canopy securing bolts to give the shelter a tight,
professional look
- Full nut and bolt construction for ease of maintenance

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES
- Canopy Protector Cover - This drawstring bag goes over
the canopy when the frame is packed down, to protect
the canopy and prevent marks by the frame bag
- Cover bag for frame and canopy

SIZES
2m x 2m
3m x 2m
3m x 3m
4.5m x 3m
5m x 2.5m
6m x 3m

15 COLOURS AVAILABLE

White

Royal Blue

Navy Blue

Purple

Red

Orange

Yellow

Brown

Black

Silver

Biege

Burgundy

Green

Lime Green

Pink

Warranty
The Robusta Shelter is covered by a 12 month
manufacturers warranty. A comprehensive list of spare
parts are kept in stock ready to ship should you need
them. Terms and conditions apply.
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Our revolutionary compact
shelter
Discover a lighter, more affordable pop up gazebo for
outdoor events and activities.

COMPACT

The Robusta Compact Instant Shelter is a cost-effective,
heavy duty solution for companies and individuals with
limited transport space. With a packed down size of just
110cm x 35cm 35cm, the Compact Shelter can fit in the
boot of a small car.
Featuring a lightweight steel frame, this 3m x 3m shelter
is based on our popular Robusta range, drawing from
our years of industry knowledge and expertise to offer a
revolutionary solution for those seeking something more
compact.
A space-saving alternative
Our Compact Shelters are ideal for traders, exhibitors,
charity workers and marketing companies with limited
transport capacity, able to slot into the boot of even
small city cars. This space-saving instant shelter allows
you to easily send staff into busy locations, whilst taking
up minimum space in emergency services vehicles
where every inch of room counts.

KEY FEATURES
- 30mm box section, 1.2mm gauge powder coated steel
framework
- High quality, waterproof, PU-coated close mesh
polyester (380g per Sq metre) canopy and sidewalls
- Fully welded, zinc plated foot plate
- Canopy securing bolts to give the shelter a tight,
professional look
- Full nut and bolt construction for ease of maintenance

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES
Canopy Protector Cover
This drawstring bag goes over the canopy when the
frame is packed down, to protect the canopy and
prevent marks by the frame bag
Cover bag for frame and canopy

SIZES
3m x 3m (av in clear)

Compact
Size

Standard
Size

8m x 4m
4m x 4m
6m x 4m

15 COLOURS AVAILABLE

White

Royal Blue

Navy Blue

Purple

Red

Orange

Yellow

Brown

Black

Silver

Biege

Burgundy

Green

Lime Green

Pink

Warranty
The Robusta Compact is covered by a 12 month
manufacturers warranty as well as a 24 month
framework warranty. A comprehensive list of spare
parts are kept in stock ready to ship should you
need them. Terms and conditions apply.
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“A STRONG,
LIGHTWEIGHT &
PROFESSIONAL
SHELTER”
14
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A strong, lightweight and
professional shelter

KEY FEATURES

Protect yourself from the elements for all-weather
entertaining, with a reliable, cost-effective shelter that’s
ideal for business, sports and corporate events.

- 1.3mm Gauge

Our Canopro Lite Shelter is a middle-grade instant
shelter, featuring a strong yet lightweight design that
ticks all the boxes without breaking the budget. Made
from premium, coated mesh polyester, available in eight
sizes and twenty colours, it’s a versatile solution for
business and even personal use.

- 380GSM PVC coated canopy and side walls

Suitable all year round
Our waterproof gazebos are suitable for all weather
conditions. However, for extra protection, our best-selling
sizes can include an extending rain canopy.
By choosing one of these instant shelters, you won’t
need to worry about wind and rain on market, corporate
and event days, so you can keep your activities ticking
over.

- 40mm Hexagonal legged framework

- All cross bars reinforced with internal ribs

- Double thickness material reinforcement on all zips for
maximum strength in stress areas
- All side walls use quality number 8 zips and 50mm
velcro
- Canopy securing bolts to give the shelter a tight,
professional look

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES
Canopy Protector Cover
This drawstring bag goes over the canopy when the
frame is packed down, to protect the canopy and
prevent marks by the frame bag.
Wheeled Cover Bag
To allow for ease of transportation, this shelter also
comes complete with a wheeled cover bag.
Heavy Duty Anchor Kit
Consisting of 360mm x 12mm steel marquee pegs;
specially designed, cam-adjusted 30mm straps; and
zipped carry bag.

SIZES
1.5m x 1.5m
2m x 2m (av with rain canopy)
3m x 2m (av with rain canopy)
3m x 3m (av with rain canopy, extender & in clear)
4m x 2m
4.5m x 3m (av with rain canopy, extender & in clear)
5m x 2.5m
6m x 3m (av with rain canopy, extender & in clear)

15 COLOURS AVAILABLE

White

Royal Blue

Navy Blue

Purple

Red

Orange

Yellow

Brown

Black

Silver

Biege

Burgundy

Green

Lime Green

Pink

Warranty
The Canopro Lite Shelter is covered by a 12 month
manufacturers warranty as well as a 24 month
framework warranty. A comprehensive list of spare
parts are kept in stock ready to ship should you
need them. Terms and conditions apply.
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Revolutionary compact
shelter
Easily transport your instant shelter from A to B, with our
convenient, highly portable Canopro Compact Shelter.
Drawing from years of industry knowledge and expertise,
Surf & Turf is proud to have developed this revolutionary
shelter.

COMPACT

KEY FEATURES
- 40mm Hexagonal legged framework
- 1.3mm Gauge
- All cross bars reinforced with internal ribs
- 380GSM PVC coated canopy and side walls

A lighter, more compact version of our best-selling
Canopro Lite, this pop up gazebo packs down to a size of
just 102cm x 32cm x 32cm, and can be readily stored in
the boot of a small car.

- Double thickness material reinforcement on all zips for
maximum strength in stress areas

A space-saving instant shelter
The Compact Shelter is ideal for traders, exhibitors,
charity workers and marketing companies with small
vehicles, allowing you to easily send staff into towncentre locations.

- Canopy securing bolts to give the shelter a tight,
professional look

A space-saving alternative to regular shelters, this mini
marquee can slot into the boot of any car, as well as
emergency services vehicles where every inch of space
is precious. The smallest shelter on the market today –
guaranteed!

- All side walls use quality number 8 zips and 50mm
velcro

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES
Canopy Protector Cover
This drawstring bag goes over the canopy when the
frame is packed down, to protect the canopy and
prevent marks by the frame bag.
Wheeled Cover Bag
To allow for ease of transportation, this shelter also
comes complete with a wheeled cover bag.
Heavy Duty Anchor Kit
Consisting of 360mm x 12mm steel marquee pegs;
specially designed, cam-adjusted 30mm straps; and
zipped carry bag.

SIZES
1.5m x 1.5m
3m x 2m (av with extender)
3m x 3m (av in clear & with extender)
4.5m x 3m (av in clear & with extender)

15 COLOURS AVAILABLE

White

Royal Blue

Navy Blue

Purple

Red

Orange

Yellow

Brown

Black

Silver

Biege

Burgundy

Green

Lime Green

Pink

Warranty
The Canopro Lite Shelter is covered by a 12 month
manufacturers warranty as well as a 24 month
framework warranty. A comprehensive list of spare
parts are kept in stock ready to ship should you
need them. Terms and conditions apply.
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“OUR FLAGSHIP
INSTANT SHELTER,
STRONG AND ROBUST,
THIS COMMERCIAL
GRADE ALUMINIUM
SHELTER IS PERFECT
FOR EVERY OCCASION”
20
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Our premium collection of
instant shelters
Shield yourself from the elements with a high end shelter
that will stand up to the challenge of outdoor events time
and again.
Our Canopro Elite Shelter is a long-lasting investment
for your business, boasting unprecedented strength and
remarkable ease of transportation. Made from quality
materials and tested to the highest standards, we are
proud to present our most professional shelter to date.
A versatile gazebo with customisable design, our
best-selling instant shelter is available in eleven sizes
and twenty colours. From motorsport teams and local
councils to marquee hire companies and exhibitors, our
Elite shelter is trusted by businesses throughout Europe.
All-weather protection
Our waterproof marquees offer reliable shelter from wind
and rain. However, many of our popular sizes are also
available with an extending rain canopy.
These designs allow you to make use of the area in front
of your shelter, whilst protecting staff and customers
from the elements, whatever the weather.
Designed around you
The Canopro Elite is available with a variety of sides,
from our high quality coated mesh polyester to heavy
duty PVC. To increase the flow of light throughout your
gazebo, clear sides are also an option for our best-selling
3 x 3m, 4.5 x 3m and 6 x 3m shelters.

KEY FEATURES
- 2mm Gauge premium anodized aluminium frame
- 55mm Hexagonal Legs
- Cast Alloy Joints
- Reinforced cross bars with unique internal ribs
- Nut and bolt construction
- Neoprene Joint protectors included
- High quality, waterproof close-mesh polyester (550g
per Sq metre), coated with PU on the outside and PVC on
the inside
- PVC mud flap on all sidewalls
- Built in ground bar pockets on all side walls
- Canopy securing bolts to give the shelter a tight,
professional look

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES
Canopy Protector Cover
This drawstring bag goes over the canopy when the
frame is packed down, to protect the canopy and
prevent marks by the frame bag.
Canopy Protector Cover
This drawstring bag goes over the canopy when the
frame is packed down, to protect the canopy and
prevent marks by the frame bag.
Neoprene Joint Protectors
Unique to Surf & Turf Instant Shelters, our neoprene
sleeves cover all joints, connectors and central spider
joints, to protect the canopy material from being
damaged against the frame.
Heavy Duty Anchor Kit
Consisting of 360mm x 12mm steel marquee pegs;
specially designed, cam-adjusted 30mm straps; and
zipped carry bag.
Cover bag (optional wheeled bags are available).

SIZES
2.5m x 2.5m
3m x 2m (av with
extender)
3m x 3m (av in clear,
PVC & with extender)
4m x 2m
4m x 4m

9 COLOURS AVAILABLE
4.5m x 3m (av in clear &
with extender)
6m x 3m (av in clear &
with extender)
6m x 4m
8m x 4m
3m Hexagonal
6m Hexagonal

White

Royal Blue

Navy Blue

Red

Green

Black

Silver

Bright Blue

Orange

11 SPLIT COLOURS AVAILABLE
Warranty
We are so confident in the exceptional quality of our Canopro
Elite shelter, not only will you get the 12 month manufacturers
warranty, you will also get 36 months framework warranty and the
additional cover of our 12 months accidental damage scheme. This
means should you accidentally damage a joint or bracket we will
replace it free of charge. Terms and conditions apply.
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White/Ryl Blue White/N.Blue

White/Red

White/Burg’dy White/Brt Blue Yellow/Silver

Lime Green/Black

White/Green

Silver/Black

Navy/Silver

Red/Silver
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ACCESSORIES
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ACCESSORIES

Strengthen your event presence with accessories that
support your instant shelter, illuminate your activities and
make your brand stand out. Our premium accessories are
the perfect companion for our shelters and inflatables,
adding the finishing touches to your stall.

Whether you’re investing in the full package for your
new event shelter, or looking to improve performance at
your next event, we have all the accessories you need
to exhibit with confidence at markets, shows, sporting
events and more.

From weights and anchors that safeguard against
extreme weather, to counters that make it easy to
organise and display promotional materials, we’ve
developed a quality selection of accessories for
businesses, charities, traders and individuals.

All of our products include UK VAT and free mainland
delivery as standard. For prices, please visit our website,
or get in touch to request a quote.

SHELTER
ACCESSORIES
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STACKABLE WEIGHTS

DOUBLE WEIGHTS

Stackable weights can be used when extra stability is
required on a hard standing surface. Each weight weighs
12kg. Weights bought with shelter only £45.00 per pair or
£55.00 per pair when purchased separately, both prices
include VAT and shipping.

Extra stability when joining shelters. Our double weight is
used when joining two shelters together, it has cut outs
either side ensuring both shelters can be weighted down
sufficiently. Each double weight is 30kg

www.surfturf.co.uk

DELUXE SAND BAGS

HEAVY DUTY ANCHOR KIT

An economical alternative to the stackable weight,
once filled with gravel it provides the added stability
sometimes needed on a hard standing. Surf & Turf deluxe
sand bags offer great value for money and are just £15 for
a pack of two.

Comprising 360mm long marquee stakes and webbing
anchor strap with cam buckle adjuster designed to safely
strap around the frame.

GROUND/BANNER BARS

MODULAR CONNECTING KIT

Banner bars can be used to offer greater stability or to
secure a printable half height banner. Each pair of ground
bars comes with four standard clamps and are available
in three sizes, 3 metre, 4 metre or 4.5 metre. Corner joints
are available as an added extra.

Connect two or more of our shelters together using our
specially designed brackets and sidewall joining pieces.
Can be used in conjuction with our rain gutters. Kit
contains: 4x Brackets & 2x Joining Pieces.

RAIN GUTTERS

ELITE RAIN GUTTERS

Made from heavy duty pvc with velcro edges a Gutter
System is the simplest and most effective way of
preventing Instant Shelters leaking when joined together
as modular units. More and more of our customers enjoy
the added flexibility of several of our instant shelters
joined together rather than one large Marquee.

Heavy duty elite gutters are manufactured using heavy
weight 520GSM PVC material. Our gutters are cut and
shaped to ensure the water flows to the ends, unlike
cheaper alternatives. Enjoy the added flexibility of
several of our instant shelters joined together rather than
one large Marquee. Available in white or black.

+44 (0)1925 819608
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HALF SIDE PANEL KIT
Half side panel kit comprising of an aluminum bar in two
pieces, easily fitting together with a spring clip and two
clamps to suit your frame. the halfwall material itself is
supplied in the colour of your choice. Comes complete
with a carry bag. Available in 1.5m, 2m, 3m, 4.5m and 6m
(Made up of 2 x 3m half walls).

REPAIR KIT FOR INSTANT SHELTERS
AND INFLATABLES
Our comprehensive repair kit is designed to repair our
Instant Shelters and Inflatable products, however it can
be used on a wide variety of other material. All patches
are fully water tight and air tight.

CANOPRO COUNTER WITH WOODEN TOP
Another strong and stable instant folding product from
Surf & Turf Instant Shelters. The Canopro counter is
designed as a stable quick fit working platform, excellent
for all traders, exhibitors and motorsport enthusiasts who
require a practical but professional image.

3M CANOPRO COUNTER WITH BLOW
MOULDED TOP
We have now introduced a blow moulded counter top to
work with our 3m folding counter. Specifically designed
for commercial use it is perfect for market traders,
exhibitions, street food stalls and caterers.

ARCH DOOR/WINDOW SIDEWALLS
Sidewalls Arch Doors or Arch Windows - available
individually in a range of colours to fit our 3x3m Canopro
Elite, Canopro Lite and Robusta Instant Shelters. The
walls can be branded to your requirements, contact us
for further details.

TABLE/COUNTER COVER

EXHIBITION TABLES

A cost effective counter cover, perfect for market traders
and exhibitors who need to add some colour to their
trade stand. The counter cover also gives an excellent
opportunity to store items under the counter, out of view
of your customers. Why not add your logo or text to the
front of your cover?

We have a wide range of exhibition tables, which
complement your Instant Shelter perfectly. Our
exhibition tables can be used on there own or supplied
with either a plain or fully branded table cover to finish
off your exhibition display, creating the maximum visual
impact.

CANOPRO COUNTER SHAPED FOR 3M
HEXAGONAL SHELTERS

DIRECTORS CHAIR

COUNTERS
& COVERS

1.5M FOLDING COUNTER WITH
FULLY PRINTED TABLE COVER
Our Instant folding counter complete with a fully
printed table cover is ideal for events and exhibitions.
It not only gives you a practical work area but also
acts as a branding tool to finish off your display area.
Package features: 1.5m Folding counter, Folds/unfolds
in seconds, 150cm long x 60cm wide, Height adjustable
from 96cm - 103cm.
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Sold individually and specifically designed for
commercial use our shaped 3m hexagon canopro
counters are perfect for market traders, exhibitions,
street food stalls and caterers.

+44 (0)1925 819608

Manufactured from a sturdy aluminium framework
with an extra-large seat and 20% higher back rest
giving extra support. The double padded cover is
manufactured from 600D polyester. Also available
printed with your logo or brand.
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SHELTER
STORAGE

TOOLS
1KG HAMMER

FLIGHT CASES

Perfect sized lump hammer for staking, pegs and anchor
kits. None slip handle and fibreglass shaft.

We stock a wide range of flight cases for all of our
Instant Shelters. Perfect for customers who want added
protection during transportation. Our flight cases are
manufactured to the highest specification using 12mm
or 9mm plywood, heavy duty wheels and handles. Each
flight case has industrial securing straps to ensure
minimal movement of the shelter. Flight cases are
perfect for motorsport teams, marketing companies,
councils and exhibitors. They are widely used by
companies who send their printed shelters around the
country by courier.

Also available as part of our Tool/Repair Kit
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HANDY TOOL KIT

TOOL/REPAIR KIT

SHELTER COVERS/BAGS

LARGE SIDEWALL BAG

Quality 10mm combination spanner and 5mm allen key
with cross point screw driver. All you need for repairs
and maintenance of your instant shelter. Also available as
part of our Tool/Repair Kit

Kit includes our perfectly sized lump hammer for staking,
pegs and anchor kits, handy tools consisting of a 10mm
combination spanner and 5mm allen key with cross point
screw driver and our comprehensive shelter repair kit.

Shelter Covers/Bags, protect your frame and canopy
during transportation and storage. Available with or
without wheels.

Our large side wall carry bag is perfect for storing side
walls, pegs and accessories.It is large enough to fit side
walls from any of our sizes, and has a zipped top with
convenient carry handles.

3-WAY LED MAINS LIGHTING

LED RECHARGEABLE STRIP LIGHTING

PADDOCK BENCH

GRAND PRIX WORKBENCH

High quality 240v mains powered lighting, with three LED
low usage adjustable lights The clamp has been designed
to attach to the centre pole of any of our Instant
Shelters. Perfect for exhibitions, events and markets
where extra light is needed inside your Instant Shelter.

Our rechargeable LED strip lights requires no power, and
once fully charged lasts up to 8 hours on full power and
up to 16 hours on half power. Perfect for customers who
do not have access to power or exhibitors who can save
the cost of hiring expensive electric at exhibitions.

Portable, high quality, sturdy and strong work benches,
that fold flat for easy storage or transportation. Perfect in
the paddock for your tool boxes whilst working on your
car or bike. Features: Strong Stable folding work bench
Manufactured from galvanised steel Folds flat for easy
transportation.

Portable, fold flat, pit benches, perfect for Motorsport,
Karting, MX and more. Erects/Folds down in 2
minutes! Simple and easy. Features: Folds flat for easy
transportation, Galvanised steel worktopZinc coated,
super strong box section, Strengthened bottom shelf.

www.surfturf.co.uk
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INFLATABLE
PRODUCTS
Make an impact at
your next event with
inflatables that will blow
your competitors out of
the water. Surf & Turf is
proud to supply an eyecatching selection of
inflatable products for

INFLATABLE
PRODUCTS
Make an impact at your next event with inflatables that
will blow your competitors out of the water. Surf & Turf is
proud to supply an eye-catching selection of inflatable
products for events.

events.

Whether you’re exhibiting at an outdoor show, hosting
a sports event, or looking to draw passers-by into your
premises, our quality inflatables are suitable for indoor
and outdoor use.

Whether you’re exhibiting at an outdoor show,
hosting a sports event, or looking to draw
passers-by into your premises, our quality
inflatables are suitable for indoor and
outdoor use.

Give customers, prospects or participants a warm
welcome with inflatable arches that make your brand
rise above the crowd. Ideal for starting and finishing lines
at running events, along with a host of other sports and
shows, they are a popular choice for your business.

COLOURS
SPIDER DOMES
Lightweight and hassle-free, our inflatable spider domes
offer an instant advertising solution, providing shelter
whilst promoting your business for all to see. Customised
with your branding, these spider domes are ideal for
exhibitions, shows, markets and sporting events.

IMPACT CUBES
Inflatable impact cubes offer a cost-effective and
attention-grabbing alternative to spider domes, featuring
a heavy-duty PVC framework and floor, along with an
over-inflation safety valve, to give you peace of mind
that your event presence is safe and affordable.

32

ARCHES
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Create branded inflatable products that showcase
your business with Surf & Turf. Fully customisable, our
inflatables are available in a wide range of colours,
complete with your company logo and branding.
Warranty
We are so confident in the exceptional quality of
our inflatable products that we offer a 12 month
manufacturer’s warranty on every purchase. Terms
and conditions apply.
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INFLATABLE
EXPO-DOMES
A simple and effective branded shelter
Boost brand awareness and welcome visitors to your
stand whatever the weather, with our attention-grabbing
inflatable expo domes. A lightweight, hassle-free choice
for outdoor exhibitions, markets and events, our expo
spider domes promise to show your brand in the best
possible light.
Make your dome unique with fully customisable branding;
whether you want a simple logo print or full flood
photographic printing, Surf & Turf can help you create an
inflatable that blows customers away.
- Sealed or non-sealed versions available
- Inflates in minutes – or less!
- Fully customisable print and branding
- Suitable for indoor and outdoor use
- Zipped sides for full enclosure
- Tie down kit included

EXPO DOME – NON-SEALED
Showcase your brand, products and services with
minimum hassle, by investing in an expo spider dome
from Surf & Turf. Our un-sealed expo domes inflate in as
little as 45 seconds, powered by a constant supply of air
throughout the day.

34

Perfect for motorsports, festivals, outdoor shows and
events, and VIP areas at parties, our custom made
inflatable domes can be fully customised with your
branding, with a variety of colours and sizes to choose
from.
Our full printing service allows you to digitally or screen
print your logo and designs onto each section of the
dome, to create vibrant and attractive event materials for
brand promotion.
All un-sealed domes include a blower (either separate or
built-in), with fully removable door panels.

EXPO DOME – SEALED
Arrive in style at outdoor events, shows and exhibitions,
with sealed expo domes that will stay upright throughout
the day. These spider domes take a little longer to inflate,
but require no continuous air, making them perfect for
events with limited access to a power supply.

INFLATABLE
SPIDER
DOME PRO
Make yourself impossible to forget at any outdoor
show or exhibition, with the Inflatable Spider Dome
Pro. Featuring a durable 0.6mm PVC tarpaulin that
traps air for up to two days, it’s a premium choice
for a hassle-free event with maximum impact.
In just three minutes, the Spider Dome Pro leaps
to life, perched on four legs for a stable and visual
presence. It comes with a 240V electric pump and
a resilient, tarpaulin carry bag, so you can shuttle
it easily to wherever you’re needed. The generous
interior space offers an inviting shelter for product
stands, prototypes, sign-up desks and more,
with a safety valve that gives you peace of mind,
whatever the weather.

The high quality 600D polyester skin is fully
customisable with company branding and colour
schemes, sending your message loud and clear
to passers-by. With interchangeable door panels,
this inflatable spider dome is a versatile shelter for
events.

COLOURS
Create branded inflatable products that showcase
your business with Surf & Turf. Fully customisable,
our inflatables are available in a wide range of
colours, complete with your company logo and
branding.

All sealed domes come with an over-inflation pressure
release valve for added protection in hot weather.
Our mains-powered industrial pump is just £145 when
purchased with a sealed dome.

www.surfturf.co.uk

+44 (0)1925 819608
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INFLATABLE
LIGHT TUBE

INFLATABLE
AWNING
A sheltered space to shine.
Leave customers in awe as you welcome them to your
stand, with an Inflatable Awning shelter that will be
at your side for years to come. Fully sealed and 100%
waterproof, it’ll protect you against the elements, whilst
allowing plenty of customers to flock inside.
Whether you’re preparing for your first exhibition, or
you’re a seasoned pro, Surf & Turf’s Inflatable Awning
shelter has all you need for a hitch-free event. Featuring
an extremely durable 0.6mm PVC tarpaulin framework,
with 600D polyester walls and outer cover, this awning is
brought to life by our powerful industrial pump.
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Full printing options and multiple sizes are available, with
plenty of wall space to customise, to give your brand the
exposure it deserves.

SIZING
Standard sizes range from 3.5m x 3.5m to 6m x 4m, but
bespoke sizes are available.

Propping up your brand.
For a vibrant pillar to your event presence, choose
one of Surf & Turf’s eye-catching Light Tubes, the
bright idea for outdoor stands seeking some extra
support.
Featuring 4 x LED lights on the weighty tube base
and a built-in electric blower, this tube inflates
in just 30 seconds, by simply connecting to the
mains.

Fully customisable with your branding, the
tube material packs neatly away in a storage
compartment, whilst the base itself folds easily for
transport.
Prices include the base, 4 LED white lights and a
printed inflatable tube using dye-sublimation.
Sizes ranging from 1m to 5m in height.

COLOURS & SIZES
Create branded inflatable products that showcase
your business with Surf & Turf. Fully customisable, our
inflatables are available in a bespoke range of colours,
designs and sizes.f our inflatable products, bespoke sizes
are possible.

www.surfturf.co.uk
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INFLATABLE
ARCHES
A clear sign of success.
For sporting and charity events, there’s no better finish
line in sight than our Inflatable Arches, the perfect
complement to a race, team activity or club pursuit. From
marathons to motorsports, these branded inflatables
announce your passion to the world, giving you a
practical yardstick for outdoor activity.
Fully customisable with your colours and branding, with
multiple shapes and sizes available, our arches ensure
that your business or sports team will never be shy of
exposure. With an Inflatable Arch, forget about being at
the sidelines – you’re the main event!
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IMPACT
CUBE
- Great markers for sports and events
- Make it easy for visitors to find you
- Promotional opportunities that can’t be ignored
- Plenty of space for both your own and sponsors’ logos
- Almost endless possibilities

COLOURS & SIZES
Create branded inflatable products that showcase
your business with Surf & Turf. Fully customisable, our
inflatables are available in a wide range of colours,
designs and sizes.

www.surfturf.co.uk

Thinking outside the box.

COLOURS & SIZES

Show off in style at events, exhibitions, shows and
demonstrations with an inflatable impact cube
that’s guaranteed to turn heads. A modern and
cost-effective alternative to traditional instant
shelters, this cube features a strong PVC framework
and easy to inflate design.

Create branded inflatable products that showcase
your business with Surf & Turf. The PVC frame
is available in blue, red, grey and black, with
customisable outer walls.

Assembled in less than two minutes, a safety valve
prevents over-inflation, allowing you to entertain
visitors at ease. Side panels are heavy and secure,
interlocking with thick 50mm Velcro strips. With
fully customisable 600D polyester fabric walls, it’s
an eye-catching choice for events marketing.

+44 (0)1925 819608

Our Impact Cube is available in two standard sizes
- 2.4m x 2.4m and 3m x 3m - with custom sizes
available on request.
Just like our shelters, it’s a simple and effective
solution for indoor and outdoor use.
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GYBE
INFLATABLE
EVENT TENTS
Modern inflatables, inspired by kite-surfing technology.
Rise above the crowd with cutting-edge inflatables
that combine beautiful aesthetics with strong, resilient
design. We’re proud to supply GYBE events tents,
manufactured to the highest industry standards from ripstop Dacron material.
Our GYBE tents harness kite-surfing technology, making
them lightweight, easy to use yet incredibly durable,
giving your business wow factor at outdoor events, shows
and exhibitions. Available in 4m x 4m and 5m x 5m sizes.

WHY CHOOSE GYBE INFLATABLE
EVENT TENTS?
Modern Aesthetics
The most advanced inflatable shelter on the market,
our high quality GYBE tents bring modern kite-surfing
technology into the heart of your event.
Maximum Mobility
With a lightweight design and no ridged frame to worry
about, these event tents pack down to a compact size
that fits into a convenient rucksack carry case.
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GYBE
INFLATABLE
STAR TENT
Extreme Durability
Made from a high-performance Dacron shell, GYBE tents
are incredibly strong and perforation resistant, giving you
a lasting investment.
Fully Customisable
Choose from a variety of customisation options, including
colours and a full print service, to make your GYBE
shelter one of a kind.
Modular Design
Grow your event presence by connecting multiple tents
together. These versatile tents feature modular design,
with numerous sizes available.
Multiple Options
Design a shelter that’s perfect for your business by
choosing from multiple options for GYBE tents, including
fusion panels, visors, windows and arch doors.

The structure of your dreams.
Feast your eyes on the GYBE Star Tent, a unique
solution to setting up outdoors. Bright, engaging,
and easy to erect, you’ll be impossible to ignore at
any event you exhibit at.
Available in 11m and 14m sizes.
Strong support
Held on an inflatable support column, this tent can
withstand even extreme conditions. Made from a
Dacron shell, with an elastic PU-foil bladder, this
high-performance structure harnesses the latest
kite-surfing technology.

What’s Included
- Inflatable tent and roof canopy
- Back pack carry case
- Dual action hand pump (upgrades available)
- Guy ropes
- 4 x sandbag weights (upgrades available)
- Repair kit – just in case

www.surfturf.co.uk
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Light column
Enhance your tent with an integrated 12v LED light
band, which encompasses the full RGB colour
spectrum. You can change the hue of light at your
fingertips with our handy touch remote, ensuring
you always stand out from the crowd.
Bespoke design
The GYBE Star Tent is fully customisable with
your logo and branding, from the canopy and side
colours right down to the stitching. Our bespoke
design options make it easy to create something
totally unique.
What’s Included
Every Star Tent comes with an inflatable support
column, construction aid, travel bag, double-action
hand pump, and tent pegs. Additional walls and
LED features can be purchased separately.
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PARASOLS
- Water and UV-resistant canopies
- Suitable for your home or business
- Easy to open and close
- Lightweight aluminium frames
- Anodised to prevent rust, flakes and cracks
- Wide variety of sizes and bases available
- Fully customisable
- 2 year manufacturer’s warranty
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PARASOLS

Premium aluminium parasols
for residential and
commercial use

Maximise the use of your outdoor space, with parasols
that offer welcome shelter from the elements.
Our Café Series parasols combine style with
functionality, featuring a marine-grade, anodised
aluminium design, and strong nylon components.
Lightweight and simple to use, these premium umbrellas
are easy to transport wherever they’re needed.
Made from a water- and UV-resistant olefin canvas, our
quality canopies are available in black, beige, slate and
charcoal tweed, with non-standard colours and branding
on request. Protected by a 2-year warranty against
fading, they are a fantastic investment for your home or
business.
Our stylish parasols are perfect for:
- Hotels and resorts
- Cafes and restaurants
- Homes and gardens
- Pool areas
- Events and exhibitions

BASES AND ACCESSORIES
Full range of accessories.
Our premium collection of parasols can be supplied
with a superb range of accessories, including
movable bases, in-ground fittings, stabilising bars
and protective cover bags.

COLOURS

Black

Smoked Tweed

Slate

Natural

SIZES
2m square
2.8m octangle
3m square
4.2m octangle

PRINTING & BRANDING
Showcase your brand with a printed parasol.
We offer a full printing service, using dye-sublimation
technology to achieve stunning results. Screen printing is
available for large orders.

Warranty
We are so confident in the quality of our parasols that we offer a
comprehensive 24 month warranty with every purchase. Terms
and conditions apply.
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PRINTING
SERVICE
46
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PRINTING
& BRANDING

Painting a picture that
will last. Our shelters
are a blank canvas for
your event marketing
strategy.
Surf & Turf’s entire range of instant shelters, inflatables
and parasols are fully customisable for the look you have
in mind. Achieve stunning visual impact on any scale,
big or small, with an expert team of in-house designers
standing by to deliver bespoke graphics and branding.

CUSTOM PRINTING
- We can print the inside, outside, and roof space
of our shelters
- Image, text-based or full flood digitally printed
designs
- Our team can use existing artwork or come up
with something new
- All production, design, and sign-off details will
be proofed
- Once you like something we’ve created, it’s
yours to own

www.surfturf.co.uk

Like the idea of a bright and beautiful Instant
Shelter? There are three different printing options
at
your disposal:
Thermos Press Print
We print and cut the vinyl, then press it onto prestitched canopies. It’s perfect for text and logos,
and
it’s affordable, with a fast 5-day lead time.
Dye-sublimation
We emblazon the material with graphics before it’s
stitched up. It lets us replicate full photographic
images, and doesn’t limit your colour palette.

Sharp, bold, and focused on spreading your message far
and wide, our colour schemes and artwork can make
you the talking point on everyone’s lips. You direct the
conversation; you are the architect of opportunity.
We’ll work with you, of course, to decide what’s right
for your business. Our team can harness your existing
artwork, or create one-of-a-kind designs to breathe
fresh life into your brand.
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WE OFFER A RANGE OF
PRINTING OPTIONS

Traditional Screen Printing
This requires a larger upfront investment, but is
incredibly cost-effective for large orders.
Whatever you want, however you want it, let our
design team craft the promotional picture you’re
looking for. We’ll take all of your specifications into
account for an end result you’ll be more than
happy with.

+44 (0)1925 819608
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EVENT
BRANDING
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EVENT
BRANDING

FEATHER
FLAGS

TEARDROP
BANNERS

Stand out from the crowd.

Rise above the crowd.

Draw passers-by to your stall and differentiate yourself
from the competition, with eye-catching flags that make
it easy for customers to find your business. Our branded
feather flags (also known as beach flags) are a fabulous
accompaniment to our instant shelters, to maximise the
impact of your event presence.

Don’t be a drop in the ocean at events and exhibitions.
Attract attention to your stall or premises with eyecatching Teardrop Banners from Surf & Turf. Our
promotional banners are a stylish accompaniment to
our instant shelters and inflatables, to give your event
presence the edge.

Available in three sizes, with fully customisable branding
and a choice of bases, Surf & Turf Feather Flags are
perfect for:
Product Promotions
Outdoor Events and Exhibitions
Market Traders
Garage Forecourts

Easy to erect in just a couple of minutes, they can be
used indoors and outdoors, on both hard surfaces and
soft ground. Vibrant yet durable, they are designed to
flow in the wind without getting caught up in extreme
weather.
Available in three sizes, with fully customisable branding
and a choice of bases, Surf & Turf Teardrop Banners are
perfect for:

Marketing tools
with striking
effect
Create an impressive backdrop for your event, sports
club, exhibition, market or forecourt, with our range of
visual marketing tools. We’re proud to supply a quality
selection of promotional event branding products, flags
and banners, guaranteed to add a splash of colour to
your premises or venue.
Available in a variety of styles, sizes and colours,
our banners and flags can be custom designed and
manufactured to incorporate your company logo,
branding and any text you would require.
We use a variety of print methods to achieve spectacular
results for your branded materials, including solvent inks,
dye-sublimation and UV printing, as well as traditional
screen printing for larger orders.
Surf & Turf also specialise in creating fabric sign banners,
which can be printed onto a wide range of high quality
durable fabrics, including PVC, PVC mesh and mesh
polyester (Aero-Tex) designs.

Whatever your business, budget and specifications, Surf
& Turf has the perfect solution. Our event branding can
be used indoors and outdoors at:
Exhibitions
Shows
Markets
Motorsport Events
Forecourts
Food Markets

COLOURS
Create event branding that showcases your business
with Surf & Turf. Fully customisable, our flags, banners
and accessories are available in a wide range of colours,
complete with your company logo and branding.
Warranty
We are so confident in the quality of our parasols that we offer a
comprehensive 24 month warranty with every purchase. Terms
and conditions apply.

SIZES
Small: 208cm x 68cm
Medium: 314cm x 74.5cm
Large: 421cm x 79.5cm
FLAG BASE OPTIONS
Select a base that’s suitable for your needs and
environment, whether you need a base for indoor or
outdoor use, grass or hard standing ground. All Surf &
Turf Event Flags include a free spinning axle, ensuring the
flag can move freely without wrapping around itself.
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Product Promotions
Outdoor Events and Exhibitions
Market Traders
Garage Forecourts
Sizes
Small: 194cm x 80cm
Medium: 308cm x 98.5cm
Large: 407cm x 115cm
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POP UP
BANNERS

GIANT 5M
OUTDOOR FLAG

Instant banners with a big impact.

High-impact visuals for
outdoor spaces.

Gain maximum exposure with minimal effort by investing
in pop up banners and A frames from Surf & Turf. Our
instant banners make it easy to communicate your brand
message, wherever you exhibit.
Ideal for sporting events, golf days, exhibitions and
events, our promotional banners are suitable for indoor
and outdoor use. Lightweight yet durable and waterproof,
they can erect in just 30 seconds, so you can dive
straight into the action.
Made from high quality polyester knitted fabric (150g,
B1-certified), our customisable banners and A frames
include a full printing service, with screen and digital
prints available to help you create vivid, colourful
promotional materials.
Each banner includes its own carry bag and pegs.
Our pop up banners are perfect for:
Company and brand promotions
Market traders
Event and exhibitions
Retail POS displays
Sports events and venues
STYLES & SIZES
Create a banner that showcases your business with Surf
& Turf. Fully customisable, our banners and A frames are
available in five shapes and numerous sizes, complete
with your company logo and branding.
To request a quote, simply contact us with your banner
requirements and quantity!
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SKY
BANNERS

VALANCE
WRAPS

Putting your brand high on the
agenda.

Stunning branding from all angles.

Announce your presence to the world with our Giant 5
Metre Outdoor Flag, perfect for events and premises
where you want to draw the eye even from a distance.
With a telescopic pole that extends to just over 5m
in height, these flags promise to give your outdoor
marketing strategy impact.
Easy to use and quick to set up, this telescopic pole and
flag folds down for effortless transportation and storage.
The moulded plastic base is made in two sections, which
link together and can be filled with water or sand for
stability.
Our Giant Outdoor Flags are perfect for:
Garage Forecourts
Product Promotions
Outdoor Events and Exhibitions
Point of Sale/Display
To create customised flags that slot in perfectly with
your branding, contact us with your requirements and
quantity, and we’ll get back to you with a quote.
FEATURES AND SIZE
Strong telescopic pole
Hollow base for water or sand
Printed flag size - 3500mm x 1000mm
Flag size (overall) – 5300mm (h) x 1000mm (w)
x 1000mm (w)
Weight empty – 15kg
Weight filled (estimate) – 70kg
Tested to a wind speed of 18mph

Boost your exposure at exhibitions and events with our
Sky Banner System, the perfect accompaniment to our
instant shelters. These banner systems are designed to
attach to our 3m x 3m pop up gazebos, elevated above
the crowds to make your brand stand out.
Featuring a sophisticated clamp system for added
strength and one person set up, the Sky Banner System
has a fully detachable modular frame, meaning it can be
used on one or all sides, depending on your needs and
budget.
Each banner frame includes a customised banner
section, available in either PVC-coated or PVC mesh
material. Both can be printed using the latest UV printing
technology.
Our sky banners are perfect for:
Product promotions
Outdoor events and exhibitions
Market traders

www.surfturf.co.uk
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Make your event presence spectacular from 360
degrees, with a Valance Wrap from Surf & Turf. Our
fully printed banners are designed to wrap around your
instant shelter, to stunning visual effect.
Tailored to fit our Canopro range of Instant Shelters,
these banners give the look of a fully printed canopy
valance. Easy to attach and remove, you don’t need to
adapt your canopy to attach the valance wrap.
Available with full colour printing on all four sides, our inhouse design team can help you perfect the branding of
your banner, or incorporate your existing artwork for you.
Our valance wraps are ideal for:
- Events, markets, exhibitions and shows
- Brand and product promotions
- Events companies who hire out our instant shelters

SIZES
Valance wraps are available to fit our Canopro Elite, Lite
and Robusta 1.5m, 2m, 3m and 4.5m shelters
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PVC
BANNERS

PVC MESH
BANNERS

AEROTEX
BANNERS

ROLLER
BANNERS

An essential companion for events.
Roller banners continue to be one of the most costeffective and high-impact ways to get your brand or
message across at events and exhibitions. Our quality
roller banners are a trusty investment for your business,
with a lightweight and portable design.
Made from premium 450g materials, with single- or
double-sided graphics, our packages include the roller
banner, base unit, carry case and printing. We print and
finish our roller banners in-house, to ensure you receive
the best possible results at the lowest possible price.

Versatile banners for every
eventuality.
Bring your brand everywhere you go, with PVC banners
that can be attached or suspended wherever you
need them. Our high quality, hard-wearing printed PVC
banners are a versatile, cost-effective promotional
display tool.
Manufactured from industrial 450GSM PVC and
customised using the latest solvent printing methods, our
banners are hemmed and finished using durable eyelets.
Alternatively, we can finish with sleeves if you need
banners for a pole fitting.
Our PVC banners are perfect for:
Company and brand promotions
Market traders
Event and exhibitions
Retail POS displays
Sports events and venues

SIZES
With customisable dimensions and branding, our PVC
banners are a versatile choice for businesses, charities,
sports clubs and events.
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Lightweight banners with big appeal.

Effortlessly market to the masses.

Effortlessly promote your brand at events, shows
and exhibitions, with our modern PVC mesh banners.
These high quality designs are similar to traditional PVC
banners, except they have tiny perforations to create a
mesh effect.

Grab the attention of the crowd at shows, exhibitions
and sporting events with our vibrant, cost-effective AeroTex banners. Often called fence scrim, these banners
make it easy to mass advertise at events.

Lighter, easier to transport and designed to allow the
wind to pass through the banner, our PVC mesh banners
are simple to carry and store. They can be hemmed and
finished using durable eyelets, or finished with sleeves
for pole fittings.
Our PVC mesh banners are perfect for:
Company and brand promotions
Market traders
Event and exhibitions
Retail POS displays
Sports events and venues

SIZES
With customisable dimensions and branding, our PVC
mesh banners are a versatile choice for businesses,
charities, sports clubs and events.

Manufactured onto mesh polyester material and printed
using the latest in dye-sublimation technology, our
Aero-Tex banners are lightweight, easy to transport and
feature brilliant wind-loading properties.
Our Aero-Tex banners are perfect for:
Heras fence branding
Pedestrian barriers
Crowd control barriers
Brand and sports event promotions
Construction site fence branding

SIZES
With customisable dimensions and branding, our banners
are a versatile choice for businesses, charities, sports
clubs and events.

Our roller banners are perfect for:
Events and exhibitions
Product promotions
Retail POS and displays
Market traders

LITE ROLLER BANNER
Our Lite roller banner is a cost-effective choice for
small businesses, complete with a printed graphic and
convenient carry bag.

ELITE ROLLER BANNER
For a long-lasting investment, we recommend our Elite
roller banner. Featuring a high quality cassette, this
unit comes with a robust padded bag and fully printed
graphic.

ORIENT ROLLER BANNER
For a sleek, professional look, we recommend our topof-the-range Orient roller banner. Featuring the highest
quality aluminium cassette on the market, they have a
heavy-weight base that doesn’t require stabilising feet.

To request a quote, simply contact us with your banner
requirements and quantity.

www.surfturf.co.uk
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PRINTED
TABLE CLOTHS

SHOP FRONT
BANNERS

CANOPRO CENTRE
PEAK FLAG

CAFÉ
BARRIERS

Put your brand on the table.

Eye-catching banners for instant
shelters.

Visual flags for instant shelters.

Push the boundaries for your brand.

Draw visitors to your stall with eye-catching branding
that makes it easy for customers to find you. Unique to
Surf & Turf Instant Shelters, our Canopro Centre peak
flag is a simple and effective way to enhance the impact
of your event presence.

Instantly create a dedicated space for food, drink or
entertainment with café barriers that are perfect for
shows and events. Our barriers are a quality addition
to our event branding range, making it easy and costeffective to draw in the crowds.

Quick and easy to attach atop your shelter, these flags
are available for both our best-selling Canopro Elite and
Canopro Lite range of shelters.

A practical and eye-catching way to show off your brand,
these café barriers are available in a chrome or black
finish, in 1.5m or 1.8m sizes. Ideal for outdoor cafe and
restaurants seating areas, they are incredibly easy to link
together.

Transform every aspect of your event presence into
sophisticated marketing materials with Surf & Turf. Our
printed table cloths are a clever solution for exhibitors,
allowing you to spruce up your workbench with branding
that won’t be overlooked. Available in stretch, fitted and
draped.
Printed using the latest in dye-sublimation technology,
we can customise your cover to showcase your brand,
from simple logos to full-size images and designs with
limitless artwork capabilities.
Our collection of printed table cloths include:
- Fitted soft polyester
- Unfitted soft polyester (draped)
- Plain polyester
- Stretch polyester
- Fully branded polyester
- Fully branded stretch polyester

Arrive in style to festivals, markets, shows and events,
with Shop Front Banners from Surf & Turf. These
attention-grabbing banners are designed to accompany
our premium instant shelters, to announce your brand to
the world.
A cost-effective way to enhance your mini marquee,
these banners also have the advantage of giving you
added sun protection. Available in three stylish designs,
they are a simple way to add visual impact to your stall,
and can be fully printed with your branding.
Our shop front banners are perfect for all exhibitors,
especially:
- Street food traders
- Market operators

COLOURS & SIZES

Our specialist design ensures that your canopy is
fully waterproof with or without the flag, featuring an
attachment that enables you to fit the flag on top. As
such, we strongly advise that you only purchase a flag in
conjunction with our popular instant shelters.
Surf & Turf’s promotional Canopro Centre Peak Flags are
perfect for:
- Product Promotions
- Outdoor Events and Exhibitions
- Market Traders

- Fully printed single- or double-sided banners
- Banner material choices include PVC, PVC mesh,
acrylic, or polyester
- Ready in as little as 5 days
- No tools required
- 12.5kg base for outdoor or indoor use
- Available in chrome or black finish
- 1.5m and 1.8m sizes available

Made to order, our table covers are available in a full
range of colours, and can be manufactured to slot over
any sized table. Our best-selling designs are shaped for
6ft, 4ft and 3ft square tables.
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A1 POSTER
BOARD

BANNER
FRAME

TESTIMONIALS
“Can recommend Surf &
Turf Instant Shelters. I use
their shelter to protect
tools in wet weather.
Brilliant for tradesmen.”
Matthew Sharp
The Trades Hub

“Many thanks for the
shelter, its great and was
tested to the full yesterday
in the worst weather
Scotland could throw at it.
Thanks for getting it to us
on time, it looks great.”
Grease Monkey Cycles
A timeless promotional tool.

Perfect for outdoor promotions.

Once you’ve placed an order, a member of our sales
team will be in touch to discuss your artwork. We can
either provide templates for you to add your design, or
our studio can help with the artwork.

Capture the attention of passers-by with a striking ‘A’
frame banner display. Our large format, double-sided
outdoor frames are made from strong, lightweight
aluminium, designed to withstand the elements for years
to come.

- Double-sided A1 poster display
- Sturdy, lightweight aluminium frame
- Front-opening snapframes with rounded corners
- Anti-glare PVC poster covers with UV high resilience
- Galvanised steel back panels and hinged locking arms
for optimum weight and stability
- ‘Fold-flat’ design for easy transport and storage
Inform, engage and delight passers-by with A1 poster
boards that stop people in their tracks. Perfect for POS
displays, market traders, exhibitions and all promotional
activities.

Ideal for use with our PVC and PVC mesh banners, these
frames include banner and bungee fixings. They are
available in 2 different landscape sizes:
2500mm x 1000mm (banner size 2340mm x 840mm)
3000mm x 1250mm (banner size 2840mm x 1090mm)

“Many thanks for the
supply of the sidewall to
allow the repair. I would
highly recommend your
shelters and would buy in
the future as they are of
outstanding quality and
represent value for money.”
Ian

“I received the shelter
earlier today and it looks
superb! The service you
have provided has been
brilliant.”
Antony - LUL Medical

OUR RECENT CLIENTS
INCLUDE

25mm square aluminium tubes with reinforced plastic
moulding
500g vinyl banner made from PVC material
Supplied complete with bungee graphic fixings

Lightweight and simple to use, our A1 poster boards
include two printed posters, so that you’re ready to
market your brand wherever you go.
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CONTACT
DETAILS
How to contact Surf & Turf Instant Shelters. For more
information about Surf & Turf products or services,
please contact our sales representatives using the details
below:

Surf & Turf Instant Shelters Ltd
Unit 7 Tatton Court, Kingsland
Grange, Warrington,
Cheshirem WA1 4RR
+44 (0)1925 819608
+44 (0)1925 818506
info@surfturf.co.uk
@InstantShelters
/surfturf_uk
/InstantShelters
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